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Style Sheet

Submit your English manuscript of approximately 6000 words to int_enryo@toyo.jp as 

Microsoft Word or OpenOffice Writer file. A Japanese abstract of approximately 2000 

characters, a Japanese title and a list of up to four or five Japanese keywords should be 

included.

1.  General

• Use of English should follow U.S. conventions. Consult the 16th ed. of 

Chicago Manual of Style.

• Use Merriam-Webster's Dictionary for standard spellings. http://www.m-w.-

com.

• Use footnotes for references. Add bibliography before appendix.

• Quotations longer than 60 words should appear as a separated block of text 

without quotation marks.

• Use small caps to indicate family name in cases of two or more names for one 

individual. In references always use small caps for family names.

• Cite the name INOUE Enryō either fully or omit Inoue. Use 圓了 or 円了 consist-

ently.

• Use headline-style for subheadings, i.e., no diacritics, no italics, capitalization.

• Compare  the  translation  glossaries  in  the  Inoue  Enryo  Research  Database. 

http://www.toyo.ac.jp/site/iair-e/database.html.

• For formal aspects not treated in the IIR Style Sheet, make use of Monumenta 

Nipponica: Style Sheet, 4th ed. (2008). http://monumenta.cc.sophia.ac.jp. 

Compare also the style of Japanese Philosophy: A Sourcebook, ed. by James 

W. HEISIG, Thomas P. KASULIS, John C. MARALDO (Honolulu: University of 

Hawai'i Press, 2011).
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2. Romanization

Citation of East Asian script is preferred to romanization. Chinese characters should be 

given without readings. Add irregular readings, readings of names, non-Japanese read-

ings, etc. if necessary. Use italics for romanization of words other than proper names. 

Use "Ch." for Chinese and "Kr." for Korean to indicate readings other than Japanese. 

• Use (modified) Hepburn romanization for Japanese.

• Use Pinyin for transcribing Chinese. Include diacritics for tones.

• For Korean use the Revised Romanization of Korean from 2000.

2. East Asian Script 

Since IIR 2 the journal uses the free font Hanazono Minchō 花園明朝. Use the modern 

Japanese character forms as standard. Give East Asian authors, titles, and quotes in the 

character variants according to the used source in Taiwanese, Chinese, Japanese, etc. 

simplified or traditional characters. Run-in citation of East Asian script is possible in 

various patterns. 

Examples:

• He criticized "universalism" 普遍主義. 

• The idea of general validity is expressed as 普遍性 [universality].

• The character 禅 (Kr. seon, Ch. chán) occurs frequently in East Asian Buddhist 

texts. 

• The term shūshin 修身  expresses the Confucian idea of moral self-cultivation. 

In modern Japan, shūshin was used in governmental education.

• In the Philosophy Hall 哲学堂 there is a sculpture that symbolizes the Absolute 

絶対. (Note: If the translation is capitalized, quotation marks can be omitted.)

• Confucius said: "Learning without thinking is confusing [罔]. Thinking without 

learning is dangerous." (Note: In translated passages, characters, as all other 

additional information, are given in square brackets.) 
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4. Selected Writings

• Use IS as abbreviation of Inoue Enryo Selected Writings『井上円了選集』.

• Use inline citation for references to IS in the format ([Volume]:[Page]), e.g., 

(Philosophy of Struggle, 2:209), (ibid., 2:209), (2:209).

• The editorial board of IS changed from 東洋大学創立１００周年記念論文集編纂委員会 

(vols. 1–3) to 井上円了選集編集等委員会 (vols. 4–7), and finally to 井上円了記念学術

センター (vols. 8–25). Use (Tokyo: 東洋大学, 1987–2004) as reference to IS. 

• The Collected Works on Mystery Studies『妖怪学全集』 in 6 vols.  are identical 

with IS 16–21. Cite the IS volume number.

• Due to an editorial inconsistency IS 12–15 should not be cited without 

crosschecking the original publications.

4. References

• Use the same format for footnotes and bibliography. Shortening of citations in 

the notes is possible. In the bibliography write Western family names first.

• For citation of newspaper articles, websites, theses, etc. consult the Chicago 

Manual of Style Online, "Chicago-Style Citation Quick Guide." Accessed July 

7, 2014. www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html.

• Use inline citation and standard abbreviations for canonical sources, e.g., Ana-

lects, Taishō Tripitaka, Bible, Plato, etc. Repeatedly cited sources, as for 

example the Complete Works of Nishida Kitaro『西田幾多郎全集』(Tokyo: 岩波書

店, 2003–2009), can also be cited inline, e.g., (NKZ 2:209).

Examples:

ASŌ Yoshiteru 麻生義耀 .『近世日本哲学史』 [History of Japanese philosophy in modern 

times] (Tokyo: 宗高書房, [1942] 1973), 23–89.

FUNAYAMA Shinichi 船山信一 .「日本の近代哲学の発展形式」 [Developmental patterns of 

modern Japanese philosophy], in『現代日本の哲学』[Contemporary Japanese philo-

sophy], ed. by NISHITANI Keiji 西谷啓治 (Tokyo: 雄渾社, 1967), 49–87.

HEISIG, James W., Thomas P. KASULIS, John C. MARALDO, eds. Japanese Philosophy: A 

Sourcebook (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2011).

KAWAHARA Yūsen 柏原祐泉.「明治に於ける仏教公認運動の性格」[Character of the movement 
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for the official acknowledgment of Buddhism during Meiji],『印度学仏教学研究』

[Research in Indian and Buddhist studies] 4.1 (1956): 168–171. (Note: Volume 

always precedes number.)

SHIBATA Takayuki 柴田隆行.「井上円了とカント、再考」[Inoue Enryō and Kant: reviewed], 

Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo Center『井上円了センター年報』20 (2011): 3–25. 

(Note: If the journal provides an English translation of its title, write in italics 

before the Japanese title.)

STAGGS, Kathleen M. "«Defend the Nation and Love the Truth»: Inoue Enryo and the 

Revival of Meiji Buddhism," Monumenta Nipponica 38 (1983): 251–281.

Rainer Schulzer   updated July 2014

(IIR Editor)
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